evidence from existing organisms

fossil evidence

9-12
Modern ideas about
evolution and heredity
provide a scientific
explanation for the
history of life on Earth
as depicted in the
fossil record and in the
similarities evident
within the diversity of
existing organisms.

Life on earth is thought
to have begun as simple,
one-celled organisms
about 4 billion years
ago. During the first 2
billion years, only
single-cell
microorganisms existed,
but once cells with
nuclei developed about a
billion years ago,

Evolution builds on what
already exists, so the
more variety there is,
the more there can be in
the future. But
evolution does not
necessitate long-term
progress in some set
direction. Evolutionary
change appears to be
like the growth of a

Molecular evidence
substantiates the
anatomical evidence for
evolution and provides
additional detail about
the sequence in which
various lines of descent
branched off from one
another.

The degree of
relatedness between
organisms or species can
be estimated from the
similarity of their DNA
sequences, which often
closely match their
classification based on
anatomical similarities.

The basic idea of
biological evolution is
that the earth's
present-day species are
descended from earlier,
distinctly different
species.

The genetic information
encoded in DNA molecules
is virtually the same
for all life forms.

6-8

Patterns of human
development are similar
to those of other
vertebrates.

Similarities among
organisms are found in
internal anatomical
features and patterns of
development, which can
be used to infer the
degree of relatedness
among organisms.

More recently deposited
rock layers are more
likely to contain
fossils resembling
existing species.

The cells in similar
tissues and organs in
other animals are
similar to those in
human beings but differ
somewhat from cells
found in plants.

Many thousands of layers
of sedimentary rock
provide evidence for the
long history of the
earth and for the long
history of changing life
forms whose remains are
found in the rocks.

The way in which cells
function is similar in
all living organisms.

Sediments of sand and
smaller particles
(sometimes containing
the remains of
organisms) are gradually
buried and are cemented
together by dissolved
minerals to form solid
rock again.

3-5
Fossils can be compared
to one another and to
living organisms
according to their
similarities and
differences. Some
organisms that lived
long ago are similar to
existing organisms, but
some are quite
different.

A great variety of kinds
of living things can be
sorted into groups in
many ways using various
features to decide which
things belong to which
group.

Waves, wind, water, and
ice shape and reshape
the earth's land surface
by eroding rock and soil
in some areas and
depositing them in other
areas, sometimes in
seasonal layers.

K-2
Some kinds of organisms
that once lived on earth
have completely
disappeared, although
they were something like
others that are alive
today.

